From: Vice Commandant District 5 ~ Lori Dashiell
To: Commandant Department of Florida
Subject: 4\textsuperscript{th} quarter report

\textbf{Correspondence:}
All correspondence as directed by the DOF Adjutant and Commandant has been forwarded to all detachments. However, not all detachments have forwarded information on to members.

\textbf{Items discussed at Detachment Meetings:}
\begin{itemize}
  \item Discussed the convention and conference
  \item Discussed the leadership classes
  \item Discussed and correspondences that was sent out
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Detachments visited this quarter:}
\begin{itemize}
  \item 6 Feb ~ Detachment 1240 Plantation installation of officers
  \item 14 Mar ~ Detachment 662 North Lake meeting
  \item 1 Apr ~ Detachment 061 Marion installation of officers
  \item 2 May ~ MODD Pound 335 renaming of the pound
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Events}
\begin{itemize}
  \item 11 Apr ~ Detachment 662 North Lake installation of officers
  \item 20 May ~ Detachment 1267 Col Phillip C. Delong installation of officers
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Other items of interest}
\begin{itemize}
  \item Scholarship tickets turned in, northlake 662 pending
  \item M1 Riffle Raffle Tickets are all present and accounted for
  \item ROI’s have been submitted, northlake 662 is pending
  \item Distributed paymaster guide from Spring Conference to all Detachments
\end{itemize}